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            To Build A Better World

            Our Faith is a public charitable trust, located in Dehradun. It is an active advocate for the amelioration of our planet and all lives on it.
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              Our Numbers Speak For Themselves
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                        Feeding Drives
                      

                      
                        Our stray feeding drive is our longest ongoing project and the best part of our day. This one is just special to us...

                        Read More
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                        Lockdown Meals
                      

                      
                        This pandemic has been heavy on us all. So we decided to do something about it and help out in our community...

                        Read More
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                        Reflective Collar Drive
                      

                      
                        Shiny things are quick to grab our attention. We equipped our dogs with these collars so you don’t miss them in the dark...

                        Read More
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                        Vaccination Drive
                      

                      
                        Vaccination drives are an essential part of our project "Save The Strays". We regularly vaccinate our pups to maintain their health and build their immunity...

                        Read More
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                        "Our Faith and their team are actively working hard day and night in the field of Animal Welfare and I
                          have personally seen them rescuing animals be it dogs, cats, or any other needy animal. Our Faith
                          truly gives hope to injured animals that they can live a better life."
                        

                        Anonymous

                        Supporter
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                        "Kudos to team Our Faith for completing one year. I can’t believe it’s officially been just one year of
                          them doing their deeds so impressively. I would like to say that they are the most genuine and
                          honest people that I have come across working in the field of animal welfare."
                        

                        Anonymous

                        Supporter
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                        "There are times when animals can lose hope of living a normal life after several harsh incidents like
                          road accidents, disease, or any other injury. Our faith helps such creatures in rekindling their hope
                          and by doing recreational deeds for them."
                        

                        Anonymous

                        Supporter
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                        "It gives me immense pleasure to share my thoughts about "Our faith" Foundation.
                          The idea to have a realistic NGO strike to them when they came across with underprivileged stray dogs/animals who were deprived of basic needs like food, shelter and care. In short duration "Our Faith" foundation has done tremendous work for upliftment of underprivileged dogs and animals."
                        

                        Krishna Khare, Dehradun

                        Entrepreneur
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                        "Actually with my experience i want to say that you are doing the awesome work for humans and as well as for animals❤ and most ginuine organisation the things you all are doing for
                          Thank you for making me a part of your journey and special thanks to Niharika for everything she did 😄"
                        

                        Raman Ghai

                        Supporter
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                        "I've known Niharika for more than 4 years and I've very closely seen her selfless work for animals and humans alike.
                           Even when their work didn't have the official name "our faith", the same was selflessly,
                            relentlessly carried out with its essence which is so pure and inspiring.
                             I feel we should all strive towards embracing this faith.
                              Because there actually is no faith other than compassion and service to every creation.
                               And Niharika and her mom are doing it best. The way only superheroes can do.
                               I wish them nothing but the best."
                        

                        Nidhi Bobal

                         Symbiose Communication 
 Founder 
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                        "Faith is indeed one of the finest projects I was fortunate enough to be enrolled with. The kind of warmth, love and familiarity that they make you feel is indescribable.
                           They tell you what it is to feel unconditional love. The one thing I learnt from the faith family is that animal life deserves just as much importance as we give to human life. An animal lover or not,
                            once you visit this place you are sure to come out as a better and happier human, that's the magic the place holds and that's the love these dogs hold.
                          Faith welcomes you."
                        

                        Deeksha Chandra

                        Supporter
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            Volunteer Now

            
              An organization is only as good as the people behind it. We take
              great pride in our work and are always looking for like-minded people to join
              our team. If you share our passion and would like to contribute towards
              building a better society, sign up for our volunteer program!
            

            
              
                
                  
                  

                  Fill the Form


                  Download Guidelines for Online Volunteering here.

                  Download Guidelines for Offline Volunteering here.
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